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1. Introduction
1.1

Turley submits this representation on behalf of Clanmil Housing Association, and
welcomes the opportunity to return comments on the Fermanagh & Omagh Draft Plan
Strategy.

1.2

Clanmil Housing group is an ambitious Housing Association whose vision is that
everyone should have a great home. In its 40 year history, the Association has invested
in multi million pound projects which have facilitated the delivery of new homes,
supported local communities and boosted the economy.

1.3

Our response has been structured to reflect the structure of the draft plan strategy.

1.4

In line with Council’s procedures, each representation is set out on a separate page
within each of the Chapter headings with the policy clearly identified.

1.5

The structure of the submission is as follows:

1.6

•

Chapter 2: Provides an assessment of how the draft Plan Strategy addresses the
legislative compliance tests; and

•

Chapter 3: Details our representations to People and Places (Section 3 of the
Draft Plan Strategy).

These representations should be read alongside the completed questionnaire which is
enclosed in Appendix 1.

2. Legislative Compliance
2.1

In preparing their Draft Plan Strategy (dPS), Fermanagh and Omagh District Council
(FODC) is required to adhere to the provisions of the Planning Act (Northern Ireland)
2011 (‘Act’) and the Planning (Local Development Plan) Regulations (Northern Ireland)
2015 (‘Regulations’).

2.2

This section identifies weaknesses in the compliance of the draft Plan Strategy (dPS)
with the Act and the Regulations.

Planning Act (Northern Ireland) 2011
2.3

Under Part 2 (8) of the Act the Plan Strategy must set out:
•

the council's objectives in relation to the development and use of land in its
district;

•

its strategic policies for the implementation of those objectives; and

•

such other matters as may be prescribed.

2.4

We note that the dPS does identify a number of strategic objectives under the themes
of people and communities, Economic and Environment. Furthermore the dPS includes
proposed strategic policies under the same themes. Whilst this information is included
within the dPS the remainder of this representation sets out our comments on the
soundness of the proposed objectives and policies.

2.5

The Act also stipulates that the Plan Strategy should be prepared in accordance with
the Council’s Timetable, as approved by the Department and in accordance with
Council’s Statement of Community Involvement.

2.6

The FODC Timetable, as approved and published on Council’s website is dated June
2018. We note that Council has published its dPS within the broad timeframe that they
provided (i.e. 3rd Quarter of 2018/19). However, we would highlight that the timeframe
proposed was to include:
•

An 8 week statutory public consultation period; and

•

An 8 week statutory consultation on counter representations;

2.7

Given that the first period of statutory consultation will end on 21 December, the
remaining consultation will not take place in accordance with the published Timetable.
Should there be any information relating to a revised timetable or agreement for an
extension from the Department this should be made public.

2.8

In preparing a plan strategy, the council must take account of:

2.9

•

“the regional development strategy;

•

the council's current community plan

•

any policy or advice contained in guidance issued by the Department;.

•

such other matters as the Department may prescribe or, in a particular case,
direct, and may have regard to such other information and considerations as
appear to the council to be relevant.”

These representations consider all of the above requirements which form part of the
soundness test. Please refer to individual policy comments for our consideration on
whether this requirement is met.

The Planning (Local Development Plan) Regulations (Northern Ireland) 2015
2.10

In addition to the Act, Part 5 of the Regulations set out the requirement for the
preparation of the Plan Strategy DPD. Part 5 of the Regulations relates to the
procedures for the preparation of the Development Plan Documents. Regulations 15
and 16 relate to the preparation of the dPS. Regulation identifies a schedule of the
information that should be made available alongside the publication of the dPS. This
includes:
“such supporting documents as in the opinion of the council are relevant to the
preparation of the local development plan.”

2.11

It is our view that insufficient supporting evidence is available to support a number of
the proposed policies in the dPS and therefore this requirement is not met. We have
identified the specific concerns within the remainder of these representations.

2.12

It is our view that insufficient supporting information is available to support a number
of the proposed policies in the dPS. We have identified these concerns within the
remainder of these representations.

3. People & Places
Housing HOU1 – Housing in Settlements
HOU 2 is unsound as the policy fails the test of CE 2- Coherence and Effectiveness
The policy is incoherent in that evidence has not been provided to demonstrate that
the policy can be achieved and is realistic
We seek that the policy is reconsidered on the basis of a robust evidence basis

3.1

Full Response
HOU1 sets out a presumption that all new housing developments will be delivered on
previously developed land within the existing urban footprint.

3.2

The policy goes on to set out instances when consideration will be given to permitting
development on greenfield sites. Principally, this focuses on instances when there is an
unmet need for affordable housing or future need exceeds the number of planning
permissions.

3.3

The policy fails to satisfy the test of CE2 in that:
•

The policy is not founded on evidence which demonstrates that the projected
requirement of 5,190 units can be fully met on brownfield sites.

•

It ignores that there may be specific locational based requirements which would
necessitate the development of a greenfield site or an exceptional circumstance.

Recommendation
3.4

We respectfully suggest that Council prepares an up to date evidence base to support
this policy and on the basis of the evidence collated reassesses whether the evidence
supports this policy position.

Housing HOU3 – Affordable Housing in Settlements
HOU3 is unsound as the policy fails the tests of CE 1, 2 and 3- Coherence and
Effectiveness
The policy is not founded on a robust evidence basis which explains the rationale
behind the policy triggers and provides a clear understanding of the implications
arising from the policy
Clanmil requests that Council reconsiders its evidence base to support the Affordable
Housing policy

3.5

3.6

3.7

3.8

Full Response
Council’s proposed policy for securing affordable housing is set out at Policy HOU3. The
policy states that: “Planning permission will be granted for residential development on
sites greater than 0.5 hectares and/or containing 10 or more dwelling units where a
minimum of 10% of units are provided as affordable.”
The draft policy then goes on to clarify that:
•

Affordable housing will comprise social and/or intermediate housing.

•

A tenure blind approach is proposed.

•

Provision will be secured via a Section 76 Legal Agreement.

Clanmil fully supports and welcomes the intent of the policy which flows from the
Regional Development Strategy 2035 and the SPPS. However, in its current format the
policy does not meet the tests of Soundness for the following reasons:
•

The proposed threshold approach does not fully align with the approach set out
in the SPPS (soundness test C3);

•

The proposed approach does not align with the Council’s own evidence base
(soundness test CE2);

•

A robust evidence base which takes account of viability is required (soundness
test CE2); and

•

The proposed approach will not be effective as it does not reflect the
mechanisms for the provision of social and intermediate housing in Northern
Ireland (soundness test CE2 and CE3).

The policy as proposed is a threshold policy that applies across the Council area. The
SPPS is clear at paragraph 6.143 that:

“The development plan process will be the primary vehicle to facilitate any identified
need by zoning land or indicating, through key site requirements, where a proportion of
a site may be required for social/affordable housing.”
3.9

The approach set out in the SPPS directs us towards a locational policy approach where
affordable housing is catered for through zonings and key site requirements. Whilst
Councils can depart from the approach set out in the SPPS, they should only do so
where the evidence exists to justify such a departure. Council’s evidence for
underpinning this approach is lacking and therefore there is no evidential case for a
departure from the SPPS in this case and as such fails soundness test C2.

3.10

In order to comply with soundness test CE2 it is recommended that Council should
undertake their own assessment and consideration of affordable housing to reflect the
baseline and future requirements for the Council area.

3.11

The HMA amongst other things considers house prices and affordability, intermediate
housing and social housing. It references that affordability is an issue within the Council
area but that overall the Council area is the second most affordable location in
Northern Ireland. This statement jars with the policy threshold which would be applied
across the Council area, irrespective of any specific local circumstances.

3.12

In relation to the proposed site threshold, Council has no substantive evidence to
•

to justify the proposed threshold; and

•

to justify a 10% requirement across all site sizes.

3.13

Council has also failed to consider the practical implementation of the policy in terms
of who will deliver the social and affordable aspects – is it registered housing
association or other bodies providing a bespoke housing product? As a result the
policy fails against soundness test CE2 and CE3.

3.14

We would suggest that Council needs to reassess and supplement the evidence basis
prepared to date, ensures that reasonable alternatives have been considered and that
the proposed policy is founded on a robust up to date evidence basis.

Housing HOU6 – Public Open Space in New Residential Ara
3.15

Clanmil would like to take this opportunity to confirm our support for the commentary
at paragraphs 3.25 and 3.26 which should be read alongside this policy. We fully
support Council approach to setting out a clear understanding of the future
management arrangements for public open spaces, including play parks within new
residential developments.

3.16

We agree that these arrangements should be the subject of a legal agreement.
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